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FOREWORD

Oregon's Energy Extension Service (EES) is part of a nationwide program to
encourage more efficient use of energy and adoption of alternate energy sources.
The program is scheduled to begin in early 1980 and is funded by a grant from
the US Department of Energy to the Oregon Department of Energy (ODOE).
To make effective use of a proven, existing delivery system, ODOE has contracted with the Oregon State University Extension Service (OSUES) to conduct
EES programs in Oregon. Consequently, Oregon's EES program has been developed
by the individuals and organizations who subsequently will implement it. The
program reflects the expectations and capabilities of these organizations. The
principal participants in Oregon's EES planning process have been OSUES and ODOE.
They have been assisted by the Oregon EES Advisory Committee. It is composed
of 27 members with approximately equal representation from citizen/non-profit
g rou p s, educational institutions, energy suppliers, government and industry.
Those who have participated tin the committee are: Charles Bliege, Kirby
Brumfield, Fredrick Burgess, Roger Conkling, Scott Cummings, Lynn Frank,
William Griffith, Glenn Harding, Russell Holt, Rich Huggins, Don Jackson,
Claudia McDuffie, Nancy McKay, Fred Miller, George Morton, Bob Nolan, John
Reynolds, Sandy Richards, Sam Sadler, John Smith, Peter Thurston, Fred
Van Natta, Henry Wadsworth, Sherril Wells, Cynthia Weston and Orin Zimmerman.
The advisory committee has served as a central coordinating body in reviewing
Oregon's EES plan.
Oregon's EES plan defines four program elements.

Buadek/Contucto4 Pugum will provide seminars, workshops,
and on-site demonstrations for individuals who influence energy
conservation decisions in the housing industry.
- A

- A

Contsumeit. Responze Pulgium will provide a personal counseling

and referral service to individuals with energy conservation
questions or concerns.

Mate& Canoe/welt Pupam will provide 40 hours of training
in alternate energy technology to volunteers in the state's
largest urban areas. In turn, volunteers will provide public
service to others--sharing what they have learned.
- A

Buzineu. Pkoytam will provide seminars, workshops
and on-site counseling in energy management to small business
owners in cooperation with ODOE's Clearinghouse for Commerce
and Industry and trade associations.
- A Smatt

All programs will be implemented at the local level through energy Extension
agents. When possible, these agents will be housed at Extension Service offices
and will receive technical support from energy Extension specialists at the
university.

Oregon's EES State Plan was developed pursuant to the National Energy
Extension Service Act of 1977 (Title V of Public Law 95-39). Its development
was made possible by a grant (US DOE #EU-78-G-01-4197) from the US Department
of Energy to the Oregon Department of Energy and the department's subsequent
contract #0201-7 with the Oregon State University Extension Service.
Questions concerning the plan may be addressed to: Owen D. Osborne,
Energy Program Leader, Oregon State University Extension Service, Corvallis,
Oregon 97331.

This publication was prepared with the support of the U. S. Department
of Energy (DOE) Grant No. DE-FG51-80CS69120. However, any opinions,
findings, conclusions, or recommendations expressed herein are those
of the author and do not necessarily reflect the views of DOE.
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I. Oregon Energy Extension Service
This section of the plan describes objectives to be accomplished by
Oregon's Energy Extension Service (EES) over the next three years. It contains a summary of energy conservation goals of the state and a "strategy level"
discussion of how Oregon's EES objectives will help move Oregon toward these
goals. It also discusses how federal statutory requirements for Oregon's EES
will be met and how Oregon's EES will be coordinated with other state energy
conservation activities.
Oregon EES Objectives
Oregon's energy conservation goals are perhaps best stated in Oregon Revised
Statute (ORS) 469.010, the statute which, in 1975, created the Oregon Department
of Energy (ODOE). Under ORS 469.010, "Oregon's Legislative Assembly finds and
declares that:
1. Continued growth in demand for nonrenewable energy forms poses a serious
and immediate, as well as future, problem. It is essential that future generations not be left a legacy of vanished or depleted resources, resulting
in massive environmental, social and financial impact.
2. It is Oregon's goal to promote the efficient use of energy resources
and to develop permanently sustainable energy. resources. The need exists
for comprehensive state leadership in energy production, distribution and
utilization. It is, therefore, the policy of Oregon;
(a) That development and use of a diverse array of permanently sustainable energy resources be encouraged utilizing to the highest
degree possible the private sector of our free enterprise system.
(b) That through state government example and other effective communications, energy conservation and elimination of wasteful and
uneconomical uses of energy and materials be promoted. This conservation must include, but not be limited to, resource recovery
and materials recycling.
(c) That the basic human needs of every citizen, present and future
shall be given priority in the allocation of energy resources, commensurate with perpetuation of a free and productive economy with
special attention to the preservation and enhancement of environmental quality.
(d) That state government assist every citizen and industry in
adjusting to a diminished availability of energy.
(e) That energy-efficient modes of transportation for people and
goods shall be encouraged, while energy-inefficient modes of transportation shall be discouraged.

(f) That all state agencies, when making monetary decisions, take
into consideration cost factors including but not limited to energy
resource depletion and environmental costs.
(g) That state government shall provide a source of impartial and
objective information to enhance this energy policy."
In the past few years--since the 1973-74 Arab oil embargo--many people have
become concerned about energy. Energy shortages and increases in cost have
attracted considerable attention, as have inflation and our nation's growing
deficit in international trade.
To date, Oregon's approach to this problem has included developing
alternate energy sources and encouraging more efficient energy use. Programs have been developed which reflect Oregon's unique energy conservation
and resource character. In all cases, these programs have been based on
four fundamental assumptions (1):

- Conzenvation*

,bs

a ResouAce. Because all energy prices are rising

rapidly, and because Oregon currently has little control over its energy
supply (especially liquid fuels), conservation may be viewed as an energy
source. Conservation-related reductions in usage will lessen pressure
on limited supplies of energy.

- Coot-E66ectiveness. Energy conservation is neither practical nor feasible
if initial costs invested in it cannot be recovered within a reasonable
time. Conservation often provides the most cost-effective form of new
energy supply.
Rearming and Imptementation. Conservation programs have proven to
be most effective when planned and implemented at the local level by individuals who are credible to the clients they serve. The ability to successfully effect attitudinal, behavioral and knowledge changes requires
locally planned and coordinated programs.
-

Locat

- FtexibLUty. Priorities, availability of funds, and technical capabilities change rapidly. With program implementation occurring over several
years, Oregon's conservation programs must remain responsive to these
changing needs and conditions. Adjustments in programs are to be expected
--if not encouraged--to better serve the needs of target audiences.
Oregon's EES plan has been developed with these assumptions and Oregon's
energy policy in mind and is the outgrowth of two years of careful study and
planning. It reflects the fact that Oregon's energy demand and supply situation
is different than most of the nation, but not necessarily better (2).
Oregon now imports 100 percent of the oil and natural gas consumed in the
state. There are no significant deposits of these fuels, which comprise approximately two-thirds of the energy used in the state. The most abundant indigenous

*Conzenvation as defined in the federal EES regulations includes both increased
efficiency in energy use and utilization of renewable energy resources.
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resource, hydroelectricity, is limited in its development potential for resource
as well as environmental reasons. However, Oregon is well-endowed with other
energy resources such as wood, geothermal, solar and wind. These resources as yet
do not contribute significantly to Oregon's energy supply and their full potential
is not well established. They do hold significant promise for the future.
Both total and per capita energy consumption in Oregon are projected to grow
steadily over the next 20 years but at a slower rate than in the past. The ODOE
projects a total average annual energy demand growth of 2.9 percent for 1977-82
and a somewhat slower growth rate--1.9 percent per year--during the 1982-87
period. The region's utilities predict higher growth rates--in the 4 to 5
percent per year range. Although experts disagree over the rate of future
changes in energy demand and price, all agree that both will increase for the
next several years.
The solution to the problem of increasing demand and decreasing supply is
straightforward, but not necessarily easy. It involves creating new supplies
--by using conventional sources more efficiently and by adopting alternative
sources. A transition away from scarce fuels toward more abundant forms must be
accompanied by more efficient use of existing energy resources. The questions
are: How much energy can be expected from alternative sources? How much will
this energy cost? Will it be sufficient to meet needs? What will be the
environmental costs? Oregon's EES program has a vital role to play in providing
the facts and understanding needed to answer these questions.
The need for energy outreach is clear. There is a lack of adequate information. So is there much misinformation available to the energy consuming
public and those who influence decisions concerning energy. But how much
information is needed? Who should receive it from Oregon's EES? To answer
these questions a survey of energy outreach programs was initiated in the summer
of 1978 (3). Through questionnaires and personal interviews an attempt was
made to identify all agencies and organizations providing energy outreach services
to Oregonians. In all, 115 programs were identified offered by 80 different
institutions. The study categorized each program by the type of services
offered and the target audiences to which they were addressed. The study showed
two obvious voids: 1) minimal services were available to small business owners,
builders, contractors, building officials and others who make decisions affecting
housing, and 2) most services dealt with the "efficient-use" aspect of energy
conservation but few dealt with alternate energy sources. Much was being done
in Oregon to encourage weatherization of homes as a result of landmark legislation
by the 1977 Oregon Legislative Assembly and aggressive weatherization programs
offered by the state's energy suppliers. In fact, Oregon leads the nation in
programs to promote efficient energy use in homes (4). Oregonians can take
advantage of state programs which offer free home energy audits,* tax credits
and low-interest loans (5,17).
The energy outreach study (3) revealed two information gaps which could
be filled with federal EES resources. The first gap exists for small business
owners and individuals in the housing industry. They lack information on

*Enetgy audit is a procedure to measure consumption and cost of energy to identify
conservation opportunities in a building or process.
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energy conservation: both the efficient use of energy and the use of alternate
energy sources. The second information gap exists for homeowners. They lack
information about how to take full advantage of alternate energy sources. The
outreach study identified potential target groups and their needs. The Oregon
EES Advisory Committee reviewed the energy outreach study, the results of the
national EES pilot program, and took into account the potential energy savings
that could accrue from an educational program. The advisory committee then
recommended that Oregon's EES program emphasize six objectives:
- a measurable reduction in energy consumption by target audiences in
target areas,
- substitution, where possible and economically feasible, of alternate
renewable energy resources by target audiences,
- behavioral changes in target audiences that will lead to reduced energy
consumption, appropriate energy substitutions, or incentives to invest
in energy saving techniques or technologies.
- behavioral or attitudinal changes that will result in the removal of
barriers to use of new or existing technology,
- attitudinal changes by target audiences that eventually will lead to
a change in energy consumption behavior,
- knowledge changes by target audiences that will lead to subsequent
attitudinal and behavioral changes.
To meet these objectives, Oregon has developed a plan with four distinct
program components: 1) Builder/Contractor Program, 2) Consumer Response
Program, 3) Master Conserver Program and 4) Small Business Program.
The programs will be offered to targeted audiences where their concentration
is greatest and where duplicative services are not available. Figure 1 illustrates how Oregon's four EES program components and state program strategy combine
to meet EES objectives. Figure 2 depicts overall program organization. Program
resources are not divided equally among all program components. Twenty percent
of staff time and support resources will be allocated to the Builder/Contractor
Program. Thirty percent of overall program effort will be devoted to Consumer
Response. Ten percent will be allocated to the Master Conserver Program. Highest
priority, in terms of resource allocation, goes to the Small Business Program
which will receive forty percent of total program effort. As will be discussed
in Section II, these allocations may vary somewhat with time or geographic
location but do reflect overall state plan priorities.
The program will be implemented at the local level by individuals affiliated
with the Oregon State University Extension Service (OSUES), an organization that
has achieved long term credibility in educational programs oriented toward more
efficient natural and human resource management. Technical program support will
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also be provided by the OSUES. Selection of the OSUES to implement Oregon's EES
plan is a result of both legislative mandate and a natural evolution of the
planning process as discussed in greater detail later in this section.
The OSUES has been active in energy education for several years. OSUES
estimates that in excess of 1 percent of its 1977-79 biennial budget of $21.4
million was devoted to energy education. Most of this effort has been directed
to Extension clients other than those identified as EES target audiences. The
addition of EES to Extension's existing program thrusts represents, for the
most part, a new audience for the OSUES and a new challenge to be met with new
staff (6). Many small business owners, contractors and similar groups are
skeptical about the existence of an energy problem and the need for energy
saving measures. Most are not interested in "general" information on energy.
Experience in the pilot EES program indicates that they want programs which:
1) are tailored to their particular needs, 2) offer conservation actions that
will save money, and 3) are run by technically qualified persons. In short,
they represent a sophisticated audience and Oregon's EES is designed to offer
educational programs that will satisfy their needs. Programs to be offered
will include: 1) training through workshops and seminars, 2) on-site counseling,
3) publications, materials and media, and 4) response to inquiries.
State Program Strategy
Oregon's EES plan reflects a predominately "gap-filling" approach. This
strategy is based upon the advice of the Oregon EES Advisory Committee and the'
results of considerable study of who was providing what energy conservation service
for whom in Oregon (3). The four programs that constitute Oregon's EES plan
together represent a strategy that will achieve plan objectives without duplicating services offered by other agencies.
The Buadet/Contxactot Pitopam will use seminars and workshops to encourage
individuals in the housing industry to use more energy efficient building practices and increase use of renewable fuels for home heating. In addition,
demonstrations of cost-effective innovative practices will be employed with
the cooperation of "early adopters." Early adopters in the building trades
usually follow the three stages of the innovation adoption process: understanding, persuasion and decision making (8). Using passive solar technology as an
example, in the first stage an individual builder learns about the economics
of passive solar technology and gains some knowledge of how the technology
functions. In the second stage the builder is persuaded to form a favorable
or unfavorable attitude toward passive solar design. Finally, the individual
makes a decision to adopt or reject the technology based upon that attitude
toward the idea. A similar process exists for implementing energy efficient
building designs, modifications in heating, ventilating and air conditioning
(HVAC) systems for energy conservation, etc.
Extension's experience with this educational model and its traditional
clients has been good. Equally good results may be expected with clients
in the building trades.
Success of the model requires the close cooperation and support of the
building industry. Initial discussions with the Oregon State Homebuilders
Association indicate that this support is available. The association recently
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established an Energy Committee. The association's newly elected president
places high priority on energy conservation education.
The Conzumet Reomse Pkogum is a "reactive" program; the other programs
are "active" in nature. This program recognizes that many Extension activities
are consumer-initiated and demand considerable staff time and resources. Services
Provided will include response to personal inquiries by phone, correspondence
and personal interviews; by pre-recorded messages on energy conservation through
Dial-an-Answer systems; and publications and mass media. Although the
general public is the target audience for only one "active" EES program (the
Master Conserver Program) it is anticipated that most requests for information
and assistance will come from this group. Time budgeted for this program
will allow local energy agents to respond positively to requests for lectures,
TV interviews, to perform the invaluable "networking" function with local
community groups, and to assist other Extension agents with energy programs.
The Maztet Comsetvet PtogAam has met with considerable success in the state
of Washington. Similar programs--the Master Gardener and Master Canner--have
enjoyed similar successes. The principle is simple; in exchange for a specified
number of hours of technical training, volunteers agree to commit comparable time
to public service as a Master Conserver. The training is free; public service
to the community constitutes payment. One distinct difference between Washington's
Master Conserver Program and the Oregon plan, is inclusion of home energy audits.
In Oregon, by legislative mandate, home energy audits are available to most homeowners through the supplier that provides space heating energy. Therefore, conducting energy audits would duplicate services performed by local energy
suppliers. Consequently, Oregon's Master Conservers will concentrate on increasing use of alternate energy sources. Training will be designed to encourage
and facilitate these endeavors. Master Conservers will conduct workshops and
clinics on such topics as burning wood in the home, building greenhouses,
building solar hot-water systems, and recycling. Course work for Master
Conservers includes energy theory, energy technology, and practical, hands-on
experience.
The Sma.0 Buzine44 Pugum will focus during its first year on the Oregon
hospitality industry. This strategy capitalizes on the pilot EES program experience and minimizes program start-up delays. Restaurants, motels, hotels, and
related establishments are an important part of Oregon's economy and are also
heavy energy consumers. Tourism contributed an estimated $1.75 billion to the
state's economy in 1978 (18). Oregonians are a significant source of these
tourist dollars. Energy demand in the commercial sector is high; 51.2 trillion
Btu's in 1977, and is forecast to grow rapidly (7). Industrial demand is
also high with many Oregon industries falling within the EES definition of
"Small business."* Educational programs in energy management have been
developed and tested for small businesses in the EES pilot program, especially
by Wisconsin, and need not be redeveloped for Oregon.
Oregon's program will tailor proven programs to Oregon's particular needs
and will work with the ODOE Clearinghouse for Commerce and Industry and with

*Small Business is defined in the federal EES regulations as "an independently
owned concern which together with its affiliates is not dominant in its field
and either does not have average annual receipts for the last three years of more
than $12 million or does not have more than 400 employees.
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appropriate trade associations to implement them throughout the state. Initial
plans have been made to begin with workshops for restauranteurs in Medford,
Eugene and the Metro-Portland area in cooperation with Restaurants of Oregon
Association. Programs for other small business owners will be developed and
delivered as experience is acquired and needs are identified.
Crucial to the success of Oregon's EES is the location of the energy
Extension agents. They must be assigned in areas of the state where they can
best serve the educational needs of small business owners, builders, contractors
and the public. At the same time, they must have local support and be perceived
as legitimate and needed resources in the communities they seek to serve.
Oregon is economically and environmentally diverse. Geographically, Oregon
is the tenth largest state in the nation. Approximately 70 percent of its 2.5
million residents live in a relatively small geographic area known as the Willamette
Valley. Central Oregon, Deschutes County in particular, is the state's most rapidly
growing area. It experienced a 53.7 percent increase in population from 1970-1977
(18). Per capita housing starts in 1979 in Deschutes County were the highest in
the state. A significant number of small businesses in the hospitality industry
are located on the coast where tourism forms a vital part of the local economy.
Where then--given Oregon's EES target audiences--should programs be provided
and why? The locations of new energy Extension agents are shown in Figure 3.
The reasons for this geographic assignment follow.
Three factors influenced the assignment of agents. First, the location
of target audiences. Second, the availability of other energy-related services.
Third, a recognized need for reasonable geographic dispersion of the agent staff
within the state. Together, these factors represent a blend of objective data
with subjective judgment.
Locations of potential target audience populations were assigned relative
weights by using generally available data. As a measure of Small Business
Program potential clients, the 1977 Census of Retail Trade--Oregon (19) provided
numbers of retail establishments, by county. As a measure of potential Builder/
Contractor Program clients, by county, two measures were equally weighted:
estimates of housing starts and housing starts per capita. For the Master
Conserver and Consumer Response Programs, current county population estimates
were used. Each of the three measures gave a rank ordering of counties.
On advice of the Oregon EES Advisory Committee EES resources will be
allocated among its three major target audiences approximately 40 percent to
the Small Business Program, approximately 20 percent to the Builder/Contractor
Program, and approximately 40 percent to the Master Conserver and Consumer
Response Programs together. These percentages became the multipliers for
the county-by-county rankings on each of the measures of potential clients.
This yielded a combined rank order of all Oregon counties (except Multnomah
where the City of Portland is located, explained later). The overall ranking
of counties became a guide for possible agent assignemnt. That guide was then
reviewed*, considering the other two factors mentioned earlier: what other

*Review by ODOE, OSUES, and Oregon EES Advisory Committee.
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energy-related services were available, and the need for reasonable geographic
distribution throughout the state. Based on that review and available EES
resources, the locations for six energy agents were identified (Figure 3). They
are as follows:
- Clackamas County (Oregon City) serving Clackamas County and eastern
Multnomah County;
- Washington County (Hillsboro) serving Washington County;
- Lane County (Eugene) serving central Lane County;
- Coos County (Coquille) serving Coos County and western Douglas and
western Lane Counties;
- Jackson County (Medford) serving Jackson County;
- Deschutes County (Bend) serving Deschutes County.
When possible, the six full-time energy Extension agents will be housed
with existing OSUES staff. They will devote approximately 80 percent of their
time working within their primary assigned geographic areas. Although the
remaining 20 percent of the agents' time may be spent working in adjacent
counties (or statewide as demand and resources allow), it is reasonable
for adjacent counties to expect no more than about one day per month of each
agents' time. Besides working directly with clients, duties assigned to agents
also include self-study, receiving and conducting training, planning and
evaluating programs, and reporting activities and accomplishments.
Technical support for the agents will be provided by Extension energy
specialists who will be faculty members at Oregon State University in Corvallis.
Considering limited EES resources, and to avoid confusion and duplication,
the city of Portland (in Multnomah County) is not a primary target area for
Oregon's EES program. The city of Portland recently adopted an energy conservation policy which may be the most aggressive in the nation (9). When
this policy enters its mandatory status in 1984, all home and business properties must meet rigid energy conservation weatherization standards before
such properties can be sold. During the voluntary compliance phase of the
program the city plans to spend in excess of $1 million annually in implementing the policy.
The accompanying OSUES budget summary reflects Oregon's EES strategy of
locally developed and delivered programs. The first year's budget provides
about $230,000 for field staff, about $90,000 for technical support, and
about $35,000 for management and administration. The program is not top-heavy
either with technical support or with administration. The program's strength
lies in its close relationship to clients and the solution of their practical
energy needs.
Campus-based technical support is reduced after the program's first year.
In part, this is a consequence of the emphasis on field operations, but it
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also recognizes that the technical "start-up" costs are greatest in the
first year.
The accompanying OSUES budget summary also shows a projected budget
shortfall in 1981 and 1982. This shortfall is based on the assumption that
federal EES funding will remain at the $25 million level and that program
costs will escalate with inflation and other causes. The shortfall may be
made up by additional federal funds if they are available, by reducing the
program, or by obtaining EES program support locally. Experience in other
Extension programs indicates that local financial support is not only desirable, but necessary because of the operational partnership it creates.
Although the principal guiding strategy in developing Oregon's EES plan
is "gap filling," it is anticipated that, as the program matures and agents
gain local credibility, two things will result. First, EES will supplement
existing local, energy-related activities thereby expanding the impact of
those activities (synergism). Second, EES will serve as a catalyst to
bring together and add to existing progams, thus increasing their overall
effectiveness.
Supplementing and Coordinating with Other Conservation Activities
Oregon's EES is an integral part of the State of Oregon Energy Conservation
Plan (SECP). SECP includes programs on residential conservation, building
code development, public awareness, local government grants, transportation
education, community energy plans, commercial/industrial conservation, energy
audits, agricultural energy conservation, public building energy management,
renewable energy resources, and others. Coordinating these activities is
a complex matter and will be given high priority in implementing Oregon's EES
plan.
Private groups, public agencies, community colleges, universities, and
others are active in the energy field--115 such programs were identified in
Oregon (3). Avoiding duplication will be difficult. Through good management and communication, however, improved coordination can be achieved. Local
energy Extension agents will play a vital role in this regard. Their referral
function will improve the effectiveness of many programs included in Oregon's
SECP. A recent poll (20) indicates that many Oregonians are not taking full
advantage of the variety of outreach services already available in their communities. Local energy Extension agents can improve this situation.
Figure 4 presents in tabular form how Oregon's EES will be coordinated
with other federally funded activities that address the groups targeted by
Oregon's EES.
A close working relationship between staff and management of the OSUES and
the ODOE will be required to assure program success. Such cooperation has existed
in the past and is expected to continue in the future. Monthly meetings between
the university's EES program leader and the ODOE project officer are planned.
In addition, quarterly interaction between selected ODOE staff and EES personnel
is planned. Effective coordination depends not only upon adequate information
but to a large degree on interpersonal relationships. Further discussion of
coordination procedures is included in Section III.
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Overview of Certain . Statutory Requirements
Three mandatory requirements are included in the federal EES rules and regulations. First, Oregon's EES must make "optimum" use of existing organizations
in implementation of the state plan. Second, Oregon's EES must allow for
dissemination of energy conservation information to small businesses and to
organizations which influence the energy consumption patterns of small energy
users. Third, Oregon's EES must, within personnel and funding limitations, make
energy audits available to small energy users. The following discussion outlines
how Oregon intends to comply with these statutory requirements or, as in the case
of the "mandatory audit provision", why not.
Use of Existing Or g anizations. The governor has named the ODOE as the EES
grantee and given it the responsibility of assuring that EES programs are complementary to programs offered under Oregon's SECP. The legislature has directed
ODOE to contract with OSUES to plan and implement EES programs. Consequently,
Oregon's EES will be implemented by an existing organization, thereby avoiding
establishment of a new bureaucracy. This approach has many advantages; it
reduces administrative costs, it utilizes existing expertise, and it draws on
the credibility of an established delivery system. Following is a description
of the OSUES and a discussion of the legislative events that led to the decision to utilize it in implementing Oregon's EES.
The Ore g on State University Extension Service. In Oregon the OSUES has a
known and respected informal educational delivery system which has been in existence in the state since 1911. The OSUES has offices in each of the state's 36
counties.
OSUES has been a leader and forerunner among land grant universities because
of the broad nature of its programs and the breadth of audiences it serves. Founded three years before the Federal Cooperative Extension Service came into existence,
the OSUES has strong educational programs in forestry, marine resources and community development in addition to the traditional agriculture, 4-H youth and
home economics/family living programs found in most Cooperative Extension Services.
Campus Extension faculty are currently a part of the schools or colleges of agriculture, education, engineering, forestry, home economics, liberal arts, oceanography, science, and veterinary medicine.
The basic idea of Extension is to carry practical knowledge from the
university and other sources to people who can use it. The conduit for this
knowledge is a staff of professional educators--called agents--who are faculty
members of the university. Agents are stationed locally, in each county, where
they are close to the needs of people, where they establish credibility with
their clients, where they conduct on-going, informal educational programs.
There are more than 175 agents in Oregon and more than 80 campus-based Extension
specialists. Working with local advisory groups, Extension agents not only
originate and deliver programs themselves, but also identify local needs for
research and educational programs and systematically communicate that information back to the campus staff. Agents work closely with specialists and other
campus faculty. Conferences, workshops, correspondence courses, seminars, and
other programs originate at the university and are offered throughout the
state.
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Through educational programs Extension encourages the adoption and practical
use of information from research at universities and federal and private organizations. This technology transfer is an important part of OSUES programs reaching three of the state's largest industries--agriculture, forestry, and fisheries.
It is also important in home economics/family living, community development and
4-H youth programs. Mass media dissemination of practical and useful information
to homemakers, youth, farmers, foresters, fishermen, businessmen, local governmental
officials, and others is another part of Extension education programs.
Relevant Legislative Action. In February of 1979 Rep. Dave Frohnmayer (Eugene)
introduced HB 2668 in the Oregon Legislative Assembly. The bill called for the
director of the OSUES to establish an energy Extension program. The bill proposed
funding ($720,000 for the 1979-81 biennium) for energy Extension agents. These
agents were to conduct energy conservation educational programs for "small businesses and individuals interested in energy conservation in local communities."
During the legislative session, Rep. Frohnmayer said he was familiar with the
forestry Extension program operated by the OSUES and was impressed with its
effectiveness in working with small wood land owners. He described a comparable
sized program in energy. He also said he was aware of the federal EES program
but was concerned it would not proceed beyond the pilot stage. Oregon does not
have the reputation of following the federal lead, especially in the natural
resource area, and thus Rep. Frohnmayer and his bill co-sponsors urged
that Oregon proceed with an energy Extension program with its own resources.
Hearings on the bill were held in March 1979 before the House Environment and
Energy Committee. All those who presented oral testimony spoke in favor of the
bill, but suggested that the relationship to the ODOE in the bill was weak. Subsequently, the bill was amended to strengthen ODOE's role; it was passed out of
committee with a "do pass" recommendation. By the time the Ways and Means Committee completed work on agency budgets it appeared certain that federal EES
funds would be available and HB 2668 did not pass. The legislature did, however,
give ODOE the necessary authority to receive federal EES funds. It also instructed
ODOE, via a budget note, to contract with the OSUES to plan and implement Oregon's
EES. This action was somewhat inconsistent with the advice of the Oregon EES
Advisory Committee which preferred to allow an opportunity for other interested
organizations to deliver EES programs. It was the committee's view that although
the OSUES would likely be the principal deliverer of programs it should not be
the only option available to the state. The Legislative Assembly's position
prevailed.
Disseminating Information to Small Businesses and Addressing Influencing
Organizations. The second federally mandated EES consideration is easily satisfied by Oregon's EES plan. An estimated 70 percent of Oregon's EES program
resources will be devoted to providing services to small business owners, builders,
contractors, building officials, and others who influence energy decisions.
Initially, Oregon will concentrate its efforts on the hospitality industries
located in the EES target areas of the state. As time and resources permit, these
audiences will be expanded. In every case, the delivery of programs and selection of target audiences has been based upon a needs assessment and advice of
the Oregon EES Advisory Committee.
Providing Energy Audits. In Oregon, energy audits will not normally be
conducted with EES funds. There are several reasons.
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First, energy audits are available free to Oregon homeowners (4,5). By
law, the space heating energy supplier of any Oregon yesidence must arrange
fora free energy audit at the customer's request. The state's largest
privately owned electric utilities have taken this legislatively mandated program one step further. For their customers who heat their homes with electricity, in addition to audits, the utilities provide no-interest loans,
arrange for weatherization services, and guarantee the quality of these
services. Due to the relatively low cost of electricity in Oregon and the
resulting high saturation of electric space heating in homes, this program
reaches a significant number of Oregonians. Pacific Power and Light Company
estimates that there are 80,000 electrically-heated single-family dwellings
and duplexes that could benefit from this program.
In addition, ODOE offers free a do-it-yourself audit handbook, "In the
Bank . . .Or Up the Chimney"•(26). The OSUES also provides several free
publications which will allow an individual to perform a home energy analysis,
if they choose not to take advantage of energy supplier programs (10,11,12).
Occasionally, volunteers in the Master Conserver program may wish to assist
"do-it-yourself" auditors or train others in the use of the Energy Efficiency
Rating (4) for homes.
Second, the state's large electric utilities already are conducting free
energy audits for their commercial and industrial customers. In areas where these
services are not available from energy suppliers they often are available
from the private sector through consulting engineers. It is not the intent
of Oregon's EES to compete with the private sector in providing energy audit
services. Only when no services are available will energy audits be provided by
Oregon EES personnel.
It should be pointed out, however, that an important part of the training
provided at EES small business energy management workshops will be on conducting
"do-it-yourself" audits. On-site counseling, as a follow-up to EES educational
programs, will be offered as an integral part of the Small Business Program.
Finally, personnel and funding limitations make the provision of energy
audits impractical.

II. State Programs

The objectives of Oregon's EES programs are to increase the capability of small
business owners, builders, contractors, building officials and the public to make
informed decisions about how to use energy efficiently and use alternate sources.
Emphasis will be placed on providing face-to-face contact with these target
audiences. Oregon's EES programs do not try to solve everyone's energy problems
--they do not serve every group or provide every type of service. Although
available statewide, this availability is severely limited by funding and
personnel constraints. It is, perhaps, more descriptive to indicate that Oregon's
EES operates on a demographic intensive basis. By working through existing OSUES
field offices, where possible, EES funds are leveraged to multiply program impact.
The following discussion describes, in some detail, the four programs which will
comprise Oregon's EES. It provides a description of the target audience served
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and an explanation of why the target audience was selected. It also assesses the
potential impact of EES on the target audience.
The target audiences selected and the services that will be provided
are based principally on the results of a needs assessment (3) and the advice
of the Oregon EES Advisory Committee. The committee has taken an active role
in developing Oregon's EES plan. The advisory committee has met to review existing energy outreach programs in Oregon and has provided advice on appropriate
objectives, services, target audiences and management of Oregon's EES.
Through the advisory committee, people with an interest in energy had an
opportunity to contribute to and comment on Oregon's Plan. The committee's
meetings were open; representatives of several interested groups attended and
contributed to Oregon's Plan.
Builder/Contractor Program
Many Oregon builders and contractors could be from Missouri--the "show me
state." If not in fact, certainly in the attitude they exhibit toward such innovations as passive solar technology, super insulated homes, etc. This attitude
is not unreasonable, however, in view of recent inflation in the housing market
and trends in interest rates. Most builders and contractors are concerned about
furnishing quality housing for an affordable price. For the most part they are
interested in employing "tried and true" technology and building practices. This
same attitude exists among building officials, lenders, appraisers, realtors and
others who influence consumer decisions in housing. Designing an extension
educational program that will be effective in reaching these groups has been
(and will continue to be) a challenge. Although this program is called the
Builder/Contractor Program, its target audience is substantially broader.
It includes:
- realtors, who are interested in energy concerns as they affect sales;
- appraisers, who need to know how energy features affect market values;
- lenders, who are interested in the relationship of energy costs to a
borrower's ability to pay;
- designers, who need current information about alternate sources and
energy efficiency; and
- tax consultants, who need to be aware of energy conservation tax
benefits.
Based on counsel from the Oregon EES Advisory Committee, approximately 20
percent of overall EES resources will be devoted to this program.
Target Audience. There are some 14,000 builders and contractors registered
with the Builders' Board in Oregon. Nearly one-third are members of the Oregon
State Homebuilders Association. In the past, minimal programs have been
available to members of the association on energy efficient housing design and
services available to non-members are almost non-existent. Yet, together they
represent an audience with significant potential to achieve energy savings in
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housing. For example, there have been over one thousand new housing starts in
Deschutes county since the beginning of the year. , Few of these units incorporate
energy efficient construction practices or take full advantage of passive solar
design. How can builder/contractor attitude and behavior changes be accomplished?
Slowly--by employing a number of the related approaches described in the following
section.
Services. In cooperation with the Oregon State Homebuilders Association,
its local affiliates and other appropriate trade associations, Oregon's EES will
provide a number of educational programs aimed at increasing energy efficiency
in buildings and increasing the use of renewable energy resources. The principal
methods employed will be instruction and demonstration. Examples of methods to
be employed include:
- mini-seminars (one to two hours in length) at homebuilders' monthly
meetings and during annual conventions. Slide presentations and films
(e.g. the "Sunbuilders") will be used in these presentations.
- technical brochures on passive and active solar, energy efficient design,
solar greenhouses, etc. will be distributed through these seminars and local
lumber and building supply outlets.
- case study "energy conservation" contributions to trade association newsletters. These examples will emphasize cost-effective innovations which
have been demonstrated in Oregon.
- training programs (one to two days in length) for builders, contractors,
building officials, lumber dealers, etc. on energy conservation and "coping
with the code." Topics to be covered include energy efficient building
design, life-cycle costing, innovations in HVAC systems, and building
energy performance standards.
- on-site practical demonstrations at model homes built by "early adopters."
Small group visits by builders, lenders, appraisers, and others during and
after the construction process to homes that employ energy efficient
practices or renewable energy resources. EES funds will not be used to
construct these demonstration homes. Tours will be arranged for the
general public because public acceptance will help convince builders of
the financial feasibility of the design.
Each of the above approaches will be designed to focus on the clients'
needs and, through advisory committees, clients will participate in refining
program services. Implementation of the Builder/Contractor Program will involve
a two-way communication flow: delivery of educational programs to the target
audience and receiving information from the target audience on problems and
obstacles they encounter in trying to implement energy conservation techniques
and technologies.
The Builder/Contractor Program will be available in the primary target areas
where local energy Extension agents are housed. It is expected that the formal
educational programs offered by Oregon's EES to persons in the construction
industry will result in the need for subsequent face-to-face counseling to
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assist program participants to actually undertake conservation actions. Hence,
the emphasis in delivering programs in locations where this follow-up assistance
is available.
Technical Support. Technical support for the Builder/Contractor Program
will be provided on a centralized basis as is discussed in Section VII. This
approach provides back-up support to local energy Extension agents and assures
that programs delivered are technically sound.
Organizational Responsibilities. The Builder/Contractor Program will be
implemented by the OSUES through local energy Extension agents backed up by
centralized technical support staff. A discussion of the skills and capability
of the Extension Service is included in Sections I and III.

Consumer Response Program
In January 1979, the OSUES conducted a statewide public opinion survey,
using accepted survey procedures and the services of experienced opinion
analysts. The survey included a section intended to determine whether people
are able to discriminate among alternatives and are willing to prioritize
existing or potential Extension programs. The same section sought also to
provide Extension management with some idea of how Oregonians feel about
programs it conducts or might conduct. Each respondent was asked to imagine
he or she had to decide whether tax dollars would be spent or not to keep
Oregonians informed about certain topics. The respondent was asked which, if any,
of these programs he or she would recommend for funding:
- To provide information on how to use energy more wisely.
- To provide information to help farmers improve food quality and
quantity.
- To provide information to help reestablish forests on cutover timber
land.
- To provide information about land-use planning.
- To provide information to help people can and freeze foods at home.
- To provide information to help people with vegetable gardens, lawns,
trees and shrubs.
Then each respondent was asked to identify which one program he or she
would recommend for funding if only one were to receive support.
More than three of every five respondents identified energy, farm/food
quality, reforestation, and land use as deserving public funding. The program
receiving most support (36 percent) if only one could be supported was energy.
The results of this Extension public opinion survey, together with advice
from members of the Oregon EES Advisory Committee and the fact that any Extension
program responds to consumer requests for information led to the development
of the Consumer Response Program.
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Target Audience. Individuals account for a significant. portion of Oregon's
energy consumption. As gasoline prices rise and gas lines come and go people
are increasingly seeking information on how they may reduce their energy consumption expenditures. There are some 2,472,000 residents in Oregon according
to the latest population estimates of the Portland State University Population
Research and Census Center. Approximately 50 percent of these live and/or work
in the areas targeted by Oregon's EES. Because the Consumer Response Program
is "reactive" (as opposed to "active"), it is difficult to predict how many
individuals will request energy information or assistance through this program or will be reached through media.
Services. Services provided under the Consumer Response Program cover a
broad range. They are typical of the services that are most often associated
with Extension. Programs provided will include:
- respond to consumer inquiries: by letter, telephone and face-to-face
counseling, and distributing publications,
- respond via pre-recorded tapes in Lane and Multnomah counties,
- refer clients to other agencies and individuals for specific programs, e.g.,
utilities for audits, Community Action Program agencies for low-income
weatherization, etc.
- respond to requests from local groups and media for lectures,
slide presentations, TV spots, newspaper contributions, etc,
- provide "networking" function between local groups working in energy
conservation,
- assist other Extension agents in their energy related programs, e.
training of home study leaders on energy conservation topics.
EES may be the first point of contact for an individual seeking help with
energy matters, but it may not be the ultimate source of the specific information that individual is seeking. EES will make referrals to other sources
but, whenever possible, referrals will be to an individual known to have the
information.
It would be possible for this program alone to fill an energy Extension
agent's time but, based on counsel from the Oregon EES Advisory Committee, no
more than 30-40 percent of EES resources will be devoted to this program.
Technical Support. Technical support for the Consumer Response Program will
be provided on a centralized basis as discussed in Section VII. This approach
provides back-up support to local energy Extension agents and assures that programs delivered are technically sound. Media support will be augmented through
ODOE's public awareness program.
Organizational Responsibilities. The Consumer Response Program will be
implemented by the OSUES through local energy Extension agents backed up by
centralized technical support staff. A discussion of the skills and capability
of the Extension Service is included in Section III.
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Master Conserver Prod ram
The Master Conserver Program is designed to capitalize on a time tested
and proven approach in Extension education--the use of local lay leadership.
Volunteers are being used in a variety of ways to accomplish Extension's educational goals. It is estimated that time contributed by volunteers in Extension
programs exceeds, by five times, the paid staff time of Extension personnel
(13). Volunteers add local strength to Extension's programs, increase the
volume of educational services delivered, and perhaps most important, increase
the ability of local people to cope with their problems.
The Master Conserver Program will provide training and technical assistance
to 500 volunteer participants in exchange for public service. During the first
year, the program will be offered in three urban areas targeted by Oregon's EES:
Clackamas, Lane and Washington counties. The training provided will cover all
aspects of energy conservation but will emphasize the use of renewable energy
resources. Program participants also will be encouraged to fulfill their public
service obligation in ways that will increase the use of renewable resources.
Based on counsel from the Oregon EES Advisory Committee, Approximately 10 percent
of overall EES program resources will be allocated to this program.
Target Audience. Residential consumption of energy in Oregon accounts for
nearly 20 percent of all energy consumed. Much of this energy is consumed for
space and water heating. Estimates vary (14), but there is no doubt a significant savings of energy can result from changes in consumer behavior and
through energy conservation technology. Increased use of solar energy--both
active and passive--appears to offer significant potential in Oregon, as
does weatherization. Since existing programs (especially utility programs) have
concentrated on the efficient-energy-use aspect of conservation, the Oregon EES
Advisory Committee suggested that Oregon's EES target renewable resource
technologies and design a program to provide homeowners with needed tools
to take advantage of these technologies. The Master Conserver Program is
designed, in part, to fulfill this need. The three target areas (Clackamas,
Lane and Washington counties) have some 880,250 residents, nearly 36 percent
of the state's estimated population. They share similar climates, economic
conditions and opportunities. Washington state's pilot experience with its
Master Conserver Program indicates that Oregon's targeted areas have the
necessary population density and characteristics to make this program successful.
The Master Conserver Program has two levels of target audience--the
volunteers who will receive specialized training and the public who will
receive services from the volunteers. Care will be exercised in recruiting
volunteers to assure they possess the key qualification--competency--required
to function effectively as a volunteer leader (13).
Services. The Master Conserver program involves two levels of educational
volunteer
programs: those for volunteer Master Conservers, and those
Master Conservers. Programs for volunteers will include:

a

- free technical training (40 hours) in energy conservation techniques and
technologies--topics covered include energy policy, energy efficiency,
weatherization, solar systems, wood burning, energy conservation tax
incentive programs, etc,
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- hands-on experience with energy conservation techniques and technologies;
e.g. building storm windows, insulating shades and shutters, solar
greenhouse construction, wood stove maintenance, etc,
- on-site visits to energy conservation demonstrations,
- materials, slide/script sets and other media support.
Training will be provided by OSUES specialists and agents and technical
specialists from government and industry. In exchange for in depth training,
volunteers agree to return 40 hours of public service to the community passing
on what they have learned--helping others help themselves.
Examples of the types of programs Master Conservers will deliver include:
- answering questions at public energy conservation clinics in shopping
malls or at fairs,
- organizing and conducting neighborhood wood heating clinics - sharing their
knowledge of wood burning safety and efficiency,
- organizing and conducting neighborhood "do-it-yourself" home energy analysis
clinics, insulation work parties, caulking and weatherstripping work parties,
etc.
- organizing and conducting neighborhood solar greenhouse building workshops
and/or solar water heating workshops,
- assisting small business owners in conducting "do-it-yourself" energy
audits, etc.
- recruiting additional volunteers for the Master Conserver Program and
assisting in volunteer training.
There are numerous ways in which a Master Conserver would fulfill his or
her public service obligation. The program will remain flexible to accommodate
locally identified needs and the diverse interest of the volunteers and their
clients.
Technical Support. Technical support will be provided by the OSUES centralized support system and by local volunteers. Several local agencies (utilities,
community colleges, etc.) are willing to assist in the program by providing
training and facilities. If volunteer local technical expertise is not available
or if the university is unable to provide the necessary support, personal service
contracts will be utilized to guarantee program technical accuracy and credibility.
It is expected that this latter option will be the exception rather than the rule.
Organizational Responsibilities. The Master Conserver Program will be
managed by the OSUES through local energy Extension agents backed up by centralized technical support staff. A discussion of the skills and capability of the
Extension Service is included in Section III of the plan.
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Small Business Program
The program designed to deliver services to the small business sector
in Oregon draws heavily from the pilot EES program experience (23,24). This
experience has shown that as energy prices rise, small business owners rapidly
become interested in energy conservation. They are not, however, interested
in general energy information booklets. They demand very specific and technically
sound educational services and assistance. Workshops and seminars have been
successful only when they have focused on specific client needs. They have
been successful only when delivered by persons who are both institutionally
and technically credible. Follow-up after formal educational programs often
has been required. This follow-up has proven to be essential in many instances
for small business because of the large energy conservation investments that
are contemplated. Small business owners often do not have the specialized
talent available in larger firms to analyze energy management alternatives.
This "personal touch", although more expensive to provide, has resulted in
significant energy conservation gains (15) for the small business community.
Oregon's Small Business EES Program is designed to highlight this personalized
counseling/trouble-shooting approach. Based on counsel from the Oregon EES
Advisory Committee, 40 percent of Oregon's EES resources will be directed
toward meeting the needs of this audience.
Target Audience. It is estimated that at least 20 percent of the energy
consumed in the small business sector could be saved through exercising energy
efficient practices and installing energy-conserving equipment (16). Nationally,
98 percent of all business enterprises satisfy the "small business" definition
provided in the EES regulations. This percentage is even higher in Oregon.
Oregon had nearly 23,000 retail establishments in 1977 (19). The Directory
of Oregon Manufacturers lists some 4600 manufacturing establishments in the
state (22). Only a few of these firms would not satisfy the definition of
"small business" given in the federal EES regulations. Therefore, the Oregon
EES Advisory Committee agreed that the US DOE definition of "small business"
is not well-suited to this state's business community: it includes almost
all Oregon businesses. The Advisory Committee recommended instead stressing
programs for smaller firms: those that are independently owned and that employ
fewer than 100 persons. This approach would direct EES resources to Oregon
businesses that need assistance and that historically have not taken action
to obtain it. Approximately one-half of the small businesses in Oregon are
located in the geographic areas identified as intensive Oregon EES target areas.
The Small Business Program is designed to reach a majority of these firms.
Services. With the cooperation of the ODOE Clearinghouse for Commerce
and Industry and appropriate trade associations the Small Business Program
will offer a variety of programs. Examples include:
- mini-seminars (one to two hours) on energy management presented
at trade shows, trade association conventions, local trade association
meetings, local service clubs, etc.
- distribution of practical, business-specific audit workbooks,
e.g. "Saving Money with Energy Conservation, an energy audit workbook
for restaurants," (27) etc.
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- workshops (one to two days) on energy management in specific businesses,
cosponsored by ODOE Clearinghouse for Commerce And Industry and trade
associations,
- local follow-up face-to-face counseling on energy management issues
and alternatives by energy Extension agents,
- local energy conservation "success story" contributions through ODOE
Clearinghouse and trade association newsletters.
The Small Business Program will focus initially on Oregon's hospitality
industry. The hospitality industry is a first-year target audience for three
reasons. First, because industry spokespersons have expressed a desire to
participate. Second, because proven educational materials are available specifically for this industry. Third, because the likelihood of success with this
industry is great. Early successes hold the key to reaching other small
business target audiences after this first year's work with the hospitality
industry. Preliminary arrangements have been made to conduct the first series
of seminars and workshops in cooperation with the Restaurants of Oregon
Association.
In addition to other support functions, the ODOE Clearinghouse for Commerce
and Industry will provide financial assistance (SECP funds) for non-EES
technical staff members who will assist in conducting these workshops.
Initially, these workshops will provide training for energy Extension agents
as well as small business owners.
Technical Support. Technical support will be provided by the OSUES
centralized support system and by private consultants. The ODOE Clearinghouse
for Commerce and Industry staff also will provide program support. In
particular the Small Business workshops will be principally organized by
the Clearinghouse.
Organizational Responsibilities. The Small Business Program will be
managed by the OSUES through local energy Extension agents backed by centralized technical support staff and ODOE Clearinghouse for Commerce and Industry
staff. The local energy Extension agents will be principally responsible for
Small Business workshop follow-up. A discussion of the skills and capability
of the Extension Service is included in Section III. A discussion of the
Clearinghouse for Commerce and Industry is included in Oregon's 1979 State
Energy Conservation Plan (17).

III. Oregon EES Administering Organizations
This section describes administrative arrangements that will facilitate
overall implementation and management of Oregon's EES plan. It discusses how
the managing organization--the Oregon State University Extension Service--will
relate to the EES grantee--the Oregon Department of Energy--and how program
coordination will be achieved.
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EES Administering Organization
The choice of the managing organization received considerable attention during Oregon's EES planning process. It was recognized early in the process that
this choice would determine, to a significant degree, the credibility of EES
within the state, the rate of EES program start-up and the effectiveness of
service delivery. The governor designated the ODOE as the EES grantee for Oregon
but did not mandate the EES organizational structure. As discussed in Section
I, the Oregon Legislative Assembly provided considerable direction.
As a result, the ODOE and the OSUES have reached the contractual agreement
shown in Figure 5. In coming to this agreement several items became clear.
First, the OSUES has the management experience required to effectively administer
public programs like EES. Second, the OSUES has many of the technical skills
and outreach experience which will be needed to deal effectively with EES targeted audiences. In areas where skills are not now available OSUES has the means
to acquire them--through recruiting new staff or through personal service contracts.
Third, the OSUES is willing to give EES the priority attention needed to manage
it effectively by assigning EES "program" level status in the OSUES organizational
structure as shown in Figure 7. Fourth, the OSUES is knowledgeable concerning
energy conservation practices and issues and is credible with target audiences,
with ODOE and with other public and private organizations operating energy
conservation programs in the state. Finally, OSUES is committed to recruiting high-caliber staff and investing in their professional development through
in service training.
The chart, Figure 6, shows the Oregon EES administrative organization.
The "single agency" management approach has several advantages. It reduces
administrative costs which must be borne by EES funds, it minimizes problems
of program coordination and it allows for more program accountability. It
takes full advantage of the extensive university experience in training, research, information dissemination and outreach.. It allows access to a number
of different disciplines which can provide program support (e.g., engineers,
media specialists, social scientists, etc.). It capitalizes on an established
in-place delivery and management system.
Coordination Procedures
At least two levels of coordination are required to effectively manage
Oregon's EES program. The first level is internal to the OSUES and will be
discussed in this section. The second level is between the EES program and
other energy-related programs--both state and federal--and will be discussed
in the section entitled "Relationship to the EES Grantee."
To fully understand the coordination procedure graphically displayed in
Figure 7, a brief review of the OSUES involvement in energy education is in
order.
In late 1977, the director of the OSUES established the Extension Energy
Committee. This committee is composed of Extension specialists representing
Extension's six program areas. It serves as an identifiable focal point for
leadership and coordination of Extension energy programs. Based largely on
client demand and agent leadership, OSUES had begun to develop a variety of
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Contractual Agreement
This Contractual Agreement is hereby entered into by the Oregon Department of
Energy, hereafter called ODOE, and the Oregon State University Extension
Service, hereafter called OSUES.
Objective
To continue and enhance the cooperative working relationship between ODOE and
OSUES to plan, implement and evaluate the Oregon Energy Extension Service.
Agreed,
1.

ODOE will provide federal Energy Extension Service funds to*OSUES to implement
the Oregon Energy Extension Service Plan for the period January 1, 1980 to
December 31, 1980.

2.

ODOE will retain no more than 71/2% of these funds to design and conduct an
independent evaluation of the Oregon Energy Extension Service Program.

3.

OSUES will use Energy Extension Service funds for new energy extension agent
and specialist positions and necessary support costs such as secretarial support, supplies, materials, etc. These funds will not be used to supplant
funds being used to support existing extension programs.

4.

OSUES normally assesses indirect cost charges cf 15% to state agencies for
contracts; however, OSUES will only assess an indirect cost charge of 71/2%
on this Contractual Agreement. This special reduction is granted because
of the high priorty OSUES places on Oregon energy needs.

5.

The Program Leader and other staff employed for the Oregon Energy Extension
Service Program w-.11 be employed by the Directcr of the OSUES in accordance
with State Board of Higher Education and OSUES rules and procedures. The
Program Leader wi - 1 be selected by the Director of OSUES with review and
acceptance of the Director of ODOE.

6.

ODOE will appoint a Project Officer who will be responsible for monitoring
and evaluating the contractual performance of OSUES in implementing the
Oregon Energy Extension Service Plan. Evaluation criteria will be developed
by ODOE and agreed upon by OSUES prior to March 1, 1980.

7.

This Contractual Agreement is contingent upon receipt and availability of
federal Energy Extension Service funds by ODOE.
•

Time Period

The time period for this Contractual Agreement is January 1, 1980 to December
31, 1980. While this agreement is only for a one-;/ear period, it is anticipated that subsequent annual federal Energy Extension Service funds will
be made available to OSUES for continuing the Oregon Energy Extension Service
Program, assuming that OSUES performs satisfactori -.y. Amendment, extension
and/or termination of this agreement beyond December 31, 1980, will be reviewed
and agreed to by ODOE and OSUES prior to November -.5, 1980.

Figure 5.
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energy related programs. A noteworthy early program was the Douglas county "Home
Heating With Wood Fair" held in Roseburg, October 7-8, 1977. This program, which
included lectures and commercial exhibits, was enthusiastically received by
over 2,000 people attending the two-day event. The event was organized principally
by an Extension home economics agent and an Extension forestry agent. The fair
was expanded to include solar energy and weatherization topics and a solar
water heating workshop when it was repeated in fall 1978. With the assistance
of the University of Oregon Solar Energy Center staff, 40 people were trained
to build and install solar collectors for home water heating. Three collectors
were installed on the roof of the Douglas County Fair's floral building as a
permanent demonstration of solar potential.
Other OSUES staff became interested and energy fairs or similar events
were held in Benton, Clackamas, Clatsop, Coos, Curry, Deschutes, Hood River,
Jackson, Lane, Linn, Malheur, Marion, Multnomah, Umatilla and Wasco counties
during 1978 and 1979.
In spring 1978 the Extension Energy Committee conducted four regional one-day
agent training sessions around the state. These sessions were followed by more
in-depth energy-related sessions when the agents came to OSU's campus for in
service training. A conference was held for campus specialist staff to assist
them in integrating energy programs into their existing responsibilities in
Extension's six program areas of agriculture, forestry, marine resources, 4-H
youth, home economics/family living, and community development. Interest in
energy programs continued to grow. A Youth Energy Awareness Day program held
on the Oregon State University campus in April 1979 attracted some 500 youth
and 100 adult leaders. More than twice this number wished to participate but
had to be turned away due to lack of space and manpower. Similar events are
being planned for 1980.
The point of the foregoing discussion is that OSUES has been and is
committed to energy education and will continue to be in the future. With
members representing all Extension program areas, the Extension Energy
Committee has been an effective coordination vehicle for energy programs.
The guiding philosophy for the committee is that energy affects all of
Extension's traditional clientele and should be an integral part of all
Extension programs. The addition of EES to Extension's energy programs
adds new clients to Extension's audience and new programs to be delivered.
The program leader for the energy program also will serve as coordinator
of the Extension Energy Committee. The ENERGYgram newsletter is an example
of one means used to communicate with Extension agents in the field. As
indicated by the arrows in the diagram (Figure 7), "feedback" is a key to
coordination--feedback from clients to agents, agents to specialists specialists to program leaders, and vice versa.
Relationship to the EES Grantee

The governor of Oregon has given the ODOE lead responsibility for the
EES in Oregon. As the designated EES grantee, ODOE assumes ultimate responsibility for implementation of Oregon's EES plan. At the instruction of the
Oregon Legislative Assembly, the director of ODOE has, through contractual
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agreement, delegated the responsibility for planning and implementing Oregon's
EES to the director of OSUES. Implied in this contractual agreement is the
authority to carry out the State plan. The director of OSUES may, in turn,
delegate EES program responsibility to the OSUES energy program leader.
The program leader will work with the ODOE EES project officer to insure
that EES is well-coordinated with the SECP. The project officer also will
work with ODOE administrators to provide coordination with other federally
funded energy outreach programs, e.g. the state solar office funded by US
DOE through Western Solar Utilization Network (Western SUN). Western SUN,
located in Portland, is one of four nationally established regional solar
energy centers funded by the US DOE. Its primary . mission is to commercialize
solar energy in the 13 western states. The center may be a source of support
for certain local EES programs.
OSUES and ODOE are committed to working together on EES. Working together
the two agencies can produce results that are greater than either could produce
alone.

IV. Barriers to Energy Conservation
This section of the plan describes the methods and procedures that will be
used to: 1) identify barriers target audiences encounter as they attempt to
conserve energy, 2) communicate these barriers to organizations within the
state that have the ability to influence them, and 3) report periodically the
results of this feedback to the target audience. The same methods and procedures
will be employed for all Oregon EES program components.
Description of Procedures
Barriers to energy conservation are those problems or obstacles identified
by EES clients which prevent or hinder them from adopting energy conservation
techniques or technologies. They may be real or perceived and could relate
to regulatory restrictions, lending policies and practices, and the cost or
availability of a given technology.
Oregon's approach to identifying barriers will employ a common Extension
concept: active listening. Energy Extension agents will be especially sensitive
to problems identified by target groups and will discuss these problems with
EES clients. It is important, however, to protect agents' credibility as
educators. This is especially true when implementing Oregon's plan where a
high priority target audience is small business owners and builders and contractors. These groups, in general, do not trust "government" or they feel
"government" is unresponsive to their particular situations and needs. This
circumstance can place the energy Extension agent in a very uncomfortable,
if not compromising, situation. An example of such a situation involves enforcement of the emergency building temperature restrictions program. In
order to avoid such situations, Oregon's barrier identification program will
be very "low-key."
Barriers which are identified will be communicated to ODOE and US DOE
through quarterly narrative reports. ODOE, not the local energy Extension
agent, will assume the responsibility for communicating these barriers to
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appropriate public or private organizations that have authority to remove,
or modify barriers. As action is taken on removing barriers, agents will
be informed. They, in turn, will inform their clients of these actions.

V. Administrative Procedures
This section describes how three important administrative functions will
be performed: how Oregon's EES will respond to public suggestions and inquiries; how programs available under the plan will be publicized; and how
publications developed by Oregon's EES will be reviewed for technical accuracy.
Responding to Public Suggestions and Inquiries
Response to public inquiries will not be conducted as a separate, centralized
program in Oregon's EES. Rather, this function is an integral part of Oregon's
EES plan. The Consumer Response Program is designed specifically with consumer
requests in mind.
Information and assistance requests from individuals will be handled at
the local level by local energy Extension agents. When appropriate, agents will
refer individuals to other agencies or organizations that can provide specialized
follow-up. In many cases toll-free telephone numbers can be used in such referrals.
For example, individuals requesting information on Oregon income tax credits
for home weatherization would be referred to the Oregon Department of Revenue's
toll-free number. Requests for information regarding low-interest loans available to weatherize homes financed by the Oregon Department of Veterans' Affairs
would be directed to that department's toll-free number. The process also works
in reverse. As appropriate, requests for information and assistance made to
ODOE's toll-free number will be referred to local energy Extension agents for
response.
Agents will have a directory of locally available energy conservation services
and contacts. Requests that go beyond the technical capability of the local
energy Extension agent will be referred to the central technical support staff
for response. Agents and specialists alike will be on the alert for ways in
which this service can be improved.
Suggestions from the public for improving the state's EES programs will be
referred to the reconstituted state level Oregon EES Advisory Committee (discussed
later) for their review and advice. This group will also review suggestions made
by local advisory groups and will assist energy Extension agents in program
development. Communicating actions taken as a result of public suggestions to
appropriate individuals and/or organizations, will be the responsibility of the
OSUES energy program leader.
The Oregon [ES Advisory Committee, as constituted for the purpose of assisting in the development of Oregon's first EES State Plan, will not continue its
work after the Plan has been approved. The committee will be reconstituted to
represent more closely the target groups for whom Oregon's EES programs are intended. The committee will provide continuing state level policy and program advice.
In addition, local energy Extension agents will be encouraged to involve clients-through local advisory groups--in program development.
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Publicizing Conservation Services
The OSUES is built on a foundation of effective communication. Every
specialist and agent plays an important role in reaching new clients and in
communicating practical, useful information to those who have requested help.
Assisting the energy staff will be the OSUES communication department. Within the budget support from EES (about 0.5 FTE of one communication specialist),
Extension Communication will provide three kinds of support: consultation
and planning of educational programs with emphasis on the communication aspects,
production of some, but not all, communication materials used in the EES programs, and training of energy staff members in communications skills related
to their educational programs. Regardless of where within the EES that communication actions originate, they will be in concert with and complementary
to the ODOE's public awareness program.
EES expects to use a variety of media to reach its audiences. News releases, newsletters, exhibits and displays, radio and television, posters,
bill stuffers, and other media will be used appropriately to reach well-defined
target audiences. EES especially intends to establish and maintain a
presence through trade associations for builders and contractors, through
small business associations, with the Master Conserver Program, and with the
consumer-oriented response program.
An early media effort will be preparation of a descriptive brochure
outlining all services available under Oregon's EES plan, locations of
local energy Extension agents, and geographic coverage of the program.
Reviewing Publications for Technical Accuracy
Publications produced and printed under Oregon's EES plan will be reviewed
in accordance with established review procedures of OSUES. This procedure
involves extensive professional review as illustrated in the "OSU Extension
Publications and Routing Form" (Figure 8). In addition, an appropriate
subject-matter specialist from the ODOE will participate in the review.
This procedure assures that duplicative publications are not developed by
OSUES and ODOE.

VI. Independent Evaluation
ODOE will retain the services of an independent evaluation subcontractor
to design an evaluation plan for Oregon EES programs. The purpose of this
independent evaluation is to provide planning guidance as Oregon's EES plan
implementation evolves and to provide the model whereby a continuing selfevaluation of EES programs can evolve. The department intends to retain
no more than 71/2 percent of 1980 federal EES funds for this and other purposes.
The subcontractor will design an evaluation plan that is tailored to Oregon's
specific program thrusts. The evaluation plan will be developed so as to
be useful as a planning tool in refining or developing new state programs
or services. It will minimize data collection and reporting procedures to
avoid their becoming overly burdensome for either EES program staff or clients.
To avoid duplication, not all four of Oregon's EES programs will be
included in the independent state evaluation . Only two programs--the Master
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OSU Extension Publications Approval Form

1.

Title

2.

Author(s)

3.

Intended audience

4.

Scope: Area

5.

Estimated quantity needed for Oregon use

6.

Suggested publications series (PS, EH, EC, H-E, PNW, 4-H, etc.)

7.

Reviewers: Include subject-matter department head(s)

Statewide

(Signature)

(Signature)

(Signature)

(Signature)

8. Submitted to administrative supervisor:

PNW

Date

Authors: Please complete above section of this form and send it with
ribbon copy of manuscript to appropriate administrative supervisor, who'
will clear with the Extension Publications Committee for committment of
funds. If manuscript is to be edited and set in type, double space the
copy. If camera-ready copy, type single space, double between paragraphs.
(If in doubt, check with publications specialist.) You may wish to use
carbons or Xerox copies for subject matter review.

Approved by administrator

Date

Publications Committee'

Date

Series

Number of Copies

Figure 8A.

Budget
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Normal Routing for Extension Publications

Author obtains appropriate
subject matter review and
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suggested changes, and
forwards manuscript and
this form to administrative
supervisor. Publications
specialist should be consulted at any stage, as needed.

Author

Reviewers and
Department Head(s)

Author

Review and approve for

Administrative
Supervisor

Publications Committee action.

Extension Publications
Committee or Head

Approve fund expenditure,
determine series and quantity.

Publications
Specialist

Preliminary editing, design
and specifications, printing
and delivery instructions,
coordinate with co-publishers,
Extension records.

Detailed editing, proofreading,
routing proofs, cost records,
engravings, delivery to
printer.

OSU Publications
Office

Department of
Printing

Manufacture and bulk shipment.

Storage and
Distribution

Distribution and sales under
supervision of publications
specialist in accordance with
Publications Committee policy.

Figure 8B.
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Conserver Program and the Small Business Program--are proposed for national
program evaluation. The independent state evaluation contractor will rely
heavily on the two-volume DOE Handbook of Energy Evaluation (21) and established OSUES procedures in designing Oregon's EES program evaluation. The
evaluation plan devised should be fully compatible with existing evaluation
and reporting requirements of OSUES.

VII. Additional Technical Support
This section describes the centralized technical support system for
Oregon's EES. The state does not propose to establish a separate technical
support institute.
Centralized Technical Support
The technical support function includes a variety of activities necessary to
successfully deliver EES services at the local level. These activities include
training, specialized analysis and preparation of materials and media. Technical
support for Oregon's EES will be provided by technical specialists housed on the
Oregon State University campus and, as necessary, other individuals through
personal services contracts. Continuity in support staff is a necessary prerequisite to good service delivery. Therefore, OSUES will employ a full-time
Extension energy specialist to provide support for all Oregon EES programs.
Other specialists will be retained on an as-needed basis to provide support for
each EES program. This approach provides both flexibility and continuity.
Technical support in the communications area will be provided by the Extension
Communication Department of OSUES. Since the skills required to support the
diverse nature of Oregon's EES programs vary considerably, it is expected that
the talents of several individuals will be required for this support function.
However, one Communication Specialist will be assigned responsibility for
coordinating these needs.
As reflected in the accompanying budget, specialist technical support will
be greatest during program start-up because of initial staff training and material
development needs.
Technical Support Institute
Oregon does not choose to establish an independent technical support
institute.

VIII. Implementation of the State Plan
This section contains a description of the procedures to be followed
to assure timely plan implementation and provide an assurrance statement
that EES program and financial records will be maintained and available to
appropriate individuals upon request. It is intended to avoid future confusion
among ODOE, OSUES, and US DOE and others regarding the performance records
to be kept, how performance data will be analyzed, how "replanning" will be
accomplished, and who will be responsible for each of of these activities.
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Procedures to Achieve Timely Implementation
In applying for the EES grant, the Oregon Department of Energy accepts
responsibility for Oregon's EES. Under directive from the Oregon Legislative
Assembly, the department has chosen to delegate this responsibility to OSUES.
Such delegation does not, however, release the department from overall program
responsibility and accountability to the US DOE.
As indicated in the contractual agreement (Figure 5) the director of ODOE
will appoint a project officer who will be responsible for monitoring and evaluating the performance of OSUES in carrying out Oregon's plan. Monitoring will
be accomplished by analyzing whether milestone accomplishments and budget outlays
outlined in quarterly reports conform to those described in the annual state
application and whether accomplishments and outlays are consistent. "Replanning"
--the process of revising objectives and state program strategies, reallocating
resources and adjusting timetables--may be initiated by the project officer, the
director of ODOE, the director of OSUES, or the OSUES energy program leader.
Oregon chooses to report activities to US DOE via the Alternate Quarterly
Report Forms Package. Report preparation responsibility has been delegated by
ODOE to OSUES. Copies of quarterly reports will be available to ODOE's
EES project officer on a timetable consistent with US DOE reporting requirements. This procedure minimizes time needed to report on accomplishments,
thereby allowing maximum emphasis on service delivery.
Recordkeeping Assurance
OSUES accepts responsibility of record keeping as delegated by ODOE.
Records will be kept in accordance with appropriate federal and state requirements and will be made available to authorized individuals upon request.
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